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Course description 

This course description provides a summary of the most important 

characteristics of the course and the learning outcomes that the student is 

she has made the most of expected to achieve, demonstrating whether he or 

the learning opportunities available. It must be linked to the program 

description.  

 

Educational institution Anbiya-niversity of Heir alU  

 /Scientific department 

center 
 School of Law 

code /name  amed/civil contractsN  

attendance  Available

forms 
y presenceM  

year /Semester  nnuala  

( Number of study hours 

total (  
09 hours  

Date this description was 

prepared 
2/4/2024  

1. Course objectives 

Knowledge of the provisions of the Akkad sales contract, its effects and 
applications in Iraq 
 
Knowledge of the provisions for concluding a lease contract , its effects 
and applications in Iraq . 

 
 
Knowledge of the provisions for concluding a contracting contract, its 

in Iraqand applications effects  



 

the practical issues at hand Know how to apply acquired legal knowledge to  

 

2. Course outcomes and teaching, learning and evaluation methods 

Cognitive objectives -A  
ability to recognize the elements of contracts and how to draft themThe  -1A  

Iraqability to identify the privacy of contracts in The  -2A  
3A-  
4A-  
5A-  
6A-  

skills objectives of the courseThe  -B  
unnamed contractsDistinguishing between named and  -1 B  

contractDistinguishing between a sale and lease  -2 B  
civil contracts and commercial contractsDistinguishing between  -3 B.  

4B-  

Teaching and learning methods 

 
Lecture method 
Brainstorming 
Interactive lectures 
Discussions 

 

Evaluation methods 

 
Oral exams 

year and final exams-Mid  
Daily written exams 
 

based goals-Emotional and value -C  
legal profession in the field of Knowledge of the principles of the  - -1C

implementing named contracts 
Distinguishing between indefinite and indefinite contracts -2C  

To learn how to conclude the named contract -3C  
4C-  

  



other skills related to ( general and qualifying skills Transferable  -D 

employability and personal development .(  
the named contracts in practiceApplying  -1D  

Solving problems related to named contracts -2D  
3D -  
4D -  

 

 

3. Infrastructure 

1- Required prescribed 

books 
 

2- ( Main references 

sources (  
 

1) Recommended books and 

scientific journals( references  

 ,reports  ,(.....  
 

2) Electronic references, Internet 

sites ,...  
 

 

4. Course development plan 

what was First: With regard to selling, it must be written in a new format because 

and has become in the category of consumption and is an old style written 

exhaustion. Second: The lease contract: It must be rewritten again because there are 

1979of 87 many changes in the area of the amended Real Estate Rent Law No. .  

 


